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Resumen
Este artículo sostiene que ambos, evidencia y argumento, puntuali­
zan fuertemente, el modo típico de la primera performance de los poemas 
extensos, cuasi épicos, de Estesícoro habiendo sido corales y no monódi­
cos. Se dirige al caso de su Palinodia, argumentando que los testigos an­
tiguos conocieron, de modo casi unánime, sólo un poema con este título, 
y que la visión de Camaleón aseguró (y que realmente hubo) dos Palino­
dias es inverosímil y que se halla sostenida solamente por los cuestiona­
bles suplementos de Lobel, en su editioprinceps del P. Oxy 2506, 26 col. 
I=Stesichorus fr. 193 Davies/Page. El artículo ofrece una reconstrucción 
de la aclamada motivación de Estesícoro para cambiar su historia sobre 
Helena por una que involucra a un eidolon, y finalmente nota las implican­
cias de semejante apelación hecha por un poeta para el uso del “yo1’ por 
el coro.
Abstract
The paper argues that both evidence and argument point strongly 
to the typical manner o f first performance o f Stesichorus ’ long, quasi-epic 
lyric poems having been choral, not monadic. I f  then addresses the case o f 
his Palinode, arguing that the almost unanimous ancient witnesses knew 
only one poem o f this title, and that the view that Chamaeleon asserted 
that (  and that there actually were) two Palinodes is implausible and sup­
ported only by Lobel .V questionable supplements in his edition princeps of 
POxy.2506, 26 cold = Stesichorus fr. 193 Davie%fPage. The paper offers 
a reconstruction o f Stesichorus 'claimed motivation for changing his. story
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about Helen to one involving an eidolon, andfinally notes the implications 
o f such a claim by a poet for the use o f the singing ‘I ’by a chorus.
This paper explores some aspects of Stesichorus’ performance of 
poetry involving the myth of Helen.1 I begin by addressing briefly the de­
bate conducted in the last four decades concerning the probable manner 
and contexts of performance of Stesichorus’ poems, a problem related to 
that of their size, and then I concentrate in particular on the poem known 
already in the fourth century BC, and thereafter throughout antiquity, as 
the Palinode (TlaAtvanbia).
Performance
In the ancient world, so far as we can determine, and in almost all 
modern scholarship until 1971, Stesichorus was seen as a poet who com­
posed pieces for performance by a chorus: then Martin West (1971) argued 
eloquently for the view that he was a sort of citharode, who accompanied 
his own singing on the lyre, and this view has been adopted by a number of 
scholars (most recently Krummen (2009). If this is what he was, he would 
certainly have been different from citharodes as we otherwise know them, 
but West made an attractive case for Terpander composing and performing 
in this way, and in any case it is clear that in ca. 580 BC2 Stesichorus (and
11 am very grateful to Prof. Ana Maria Gonzalez de Tobia for her kind invitation to deliver a version 
of this paper at the conference “Mito y Performance. D!e Grecia a la Modemidad” held in La Plata 
in Jime 2009, and for agreeing to publish it in the Proceedings, of that conference. The paper has 
had a long gestation, and I have benefited from discussion not only at the La Plata conference but 
also by audiences in Oxford (in a seminar series “Singing for the Gods” organised by the Corpus 
Christi College Centre for tire Study of Greek and Roman Antiquity), London (in an Institute of 
Classical Studies seminar series) and Amsterdam (under the patronage of S.R.Slings at VU); I have 
also been fortunate to have been able to test some of my ideas on generations of pupils at Corpus 
Christi College, Oxford. Where I make a point or construct an argument that has appeared in recent 
scholarship but is not so credited by me explicitly it should be assumed that I reached that position 
independently.
?That.Stesichorus died in 560/559 BC, tire first year of the 55th Olympiad (Eusebius p. 102 Helm = 
Campbell XJ = Ercoles lB5.(b)u) or iff 55^/5-553/2, the 56th Olympiad (Cicero, de republica, 2.20 = 
Apollodorus. FGrH 244 E%37 = Campbell T2 = Ercoles Ta5(a)), is nearer to being a reliable datum 
than the .conflicting years offered for his birth.
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other south Italian poets who may be operating in a similar tradition, Xen- 
ocritus or Xenocrates of Locri, and Xanthus), was indeed doing something 
markedly different from what we currently know of poetry from mainland 
or Aegean Greece. Since then both Davies (1988) and Cingano (2003) 
have questioned the validity of a firm distinction between ‘choral’ and 
‘monodic’ poetry, as have several contributors to the debate on the first 
occas on of performance of Pindaric and Bacchylidean epinicia. In this 
latter debate it is now widely accepted that, whatever the first occasion of 
performance, the poet had to reckon with the likelihood that some later 
performances would be by a single singer, while others might be by a 
group or choros. That might well have been the case for Stesichorus too. 
We have good evidence from Attica of the late fifth century for sympotic 
performance of several poets whose works were sometimes performed 
by a chorus, and these include Stesichorus.3 Quotation of Stesichorus by 
Aristophanes in theparabasis of his play Peace demonstrates that an At­
tic theatre audience of 421 BC was expected to be familiar with both the 
words and (presumably) the music of Stesichorus’ Oresteia by some route, 
even if the modes of dissemination that could be expected by poets of the 
later sixth and early fifth centuries need not be exactly what was expected 
by a poet in the second quarter of the sixth century. Despite such complica­
tions, it is worth revisiting the issue of how Stesichorus’ poems werq first 
performed. Perhaps the problem is not soluble on the evidence we have 
available, but some points made against the traditional view do not seem 
to me to carry much weight, and others that should count in its favour have 
been given too little.4
1. Some have found difficulty in the idea that a Geryoneis of at least 
1300, and very possibly more than 1800, lines, or an Oresteia long enough
:’ Eupolis. fr. 395 Kassel-Austin (= Tb 42 Ercoles): Socrates sings Stesichorus (perhaps from KoAa- 
kec  /  Flatterers):. beEdqevoc Lcr>KQdxr|g xr|v ¿rabdFi' <d(b&rv> I Lxqcnxpgou ngbc  xf]v 
AuQav oi.voxpr|v i?KAeiJ’av.
4 For a judicious review of the evidence and arguments, coming down in favour of choral perfor­
mance, see Willi (2008: 76-81).
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to be divided by Alexandrian editors into 2 books, and so perhaps exceed­
ing 2000 lines, could be performed by a chorus.5 This might well depend, 
of course, on the size, training and native skills of the chorus - the girls 
of Delos lauded by the Homeric hymn to Apollo seem to have been semi­
professional. In fifth-century Attica a non-professional citizen chorus was 
expected to keep singing through three tragedies and a satyr play:6 in our 
earliest tragedy. Aeschylus’ Persae of 472 BC, the chorus sings for around 
600 of 1077 lines. By the time that chorus of Persae had finished singing 
in the other two plays of the trilogy and the satyr play it must have sung 
some 2000 lines, if not more. Of course a chorus can take breaks while ac­
tors either delivered rheseis or themselves sang, though such breaks were 
presumably fewer in Phrynichus’1'‘Capture o f Miletus in the 490s or in the 
still earlier tragedies of Thespis. But if we suppose a chorus and not an 
individual to have sung Stesichorus’ long poems Geryoneis or Oresteia we 
need not insist that all members of the chorus sang all the time: the prac­
tice of dividing up the chorus, certain for Attic comedy7 8*10and arguable for 
some passages of tragedy,^ would be one obvious way of offering relief. 
Such relief is not, of course, available to the solo singer A solo singer may 
play or strum on his or her stringed instrument to give the voice a rest, but 
that voice has to sing every one of the 1800 or more lines that make up the 
poem. “No doubt he rested at intervals.^ One hates to think what some 
Dicaeopolis in the audience would have got up to if these intervals seemed 
to him too long. I conclude that the considerable length now established 
for Stesichorus’ poems16 counts for and not against their choral perform-
5 ‘troublesome’, Westfl971: 309).
6 For an important discussion of the musical competence of large numbers of fifth- and fourth- 
century Athenians see Revermann (2006J,
7E.g. Aristophanes. Lysistrata„254-349.
8E.g. Aeschylus. Agamemnon, 1344-71 (though this is not sung but spoken) with Fraenkel ad loc. 
iii 633-5..
’West (1971 i 314).
10 That the Alexandrian editors arranged Stesichorus' poems not in numbered books (like those of 
Ibycus, fofiexample) but in books each of which was co-extensive with a poem, and had a title 
(with the Oresteia occupying not one but two books) shows that considerable length was either a
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ance.11
2. How should we assess the claim of the Suda that Stesichorns got 
his name “because he was the first to establish (stésai) a chorus of singers 
to the cithara; his name was originally Tisias” (Campbell’s translation)?12 
West emphasised the presence of KiOaQcoLb x  in this notice, but it is il­
legitimate to cherry-pick that single item while discarding the rest. If we 
try to understand KtDaQCOt&ta in the sentence as transmitted, it should not 
refer to the music of a solo rnger who accompanied himself on the cithara 
of the sort we know from the classical through to the hellenistic and impe­
rial Greek period; it should rather refer to a combination of playing on the 
cithara, certainly by an individual, and singing by a chorus.13 Of course 
the information offered in this entry may be both late in origin and garbled 
in transmission; but in that case it should simply be gi yen a decent burial. 
I would not take it to be late in its ultimate origin, and would like to press 
the implication of the claim that this was how the poet - previously called 
Tisias - came to be called Stesichorns. That claim is in itself improbable. 
But it would not be made by a writer who believed, and who thought that 
his readers believed, that Stesichorns was predominantly a citharode who 
sang solo to the accompaniment of his cithara. So its inclusion of the term 
KL0aQCOL&La is unlikely to be evidence that there was an ancient view that 
solo performance to the accompaniment of cithara was his characteristic 
manner of performance. Rather the claim as a whole implies the view that
universal or at least <a general feature of the Stesichorean poems that had come down to the Hel­
lenistic period.
11 The analogy of performance by Attic tragic choruses is also effectively invoked fry Burnett (1988: 
132-3).
12 ¿KAqfrq be Lxr|aixoQDc; oti 7iqcutov KiSaQoubiai %oqov eorpaev , ettei tol ttqoteqov 
Ticriaq SKaAciTO, Suda E 1095 = Tb2 Ercoles.
13 It would also be compatible with the mixed mode of performance proposed by Sider (1-989]* 'in 
which the performance begins with citharode Stesichorns sitting while he accompanies a dancing 
and singing chorus and then stands up to join them (aveorri) when he reaches the palinodic mo­
ment: but as far as I know such crossing of the boundary between an accompanying and a partici­
pating musician in mid-performance is not paralleled.
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Stesichorus was indeed predominantly a poet who composed songs for 
singing by xpQoi.14 15Whether that was a well-founded view depends on 
when the view was first formed; if this was in the hellenistic period it is not 
impossible, even if it might be thought unlikely, that at the time a live per­
formance tradition still survived on the basis of which Stesichorus’ work 
was known to be choral.
3. A traditional prop of the view that Stesichorus’ poetry was for 
choral performance has been its triadic structure. West pointed out that we 
find triadic structure even in Sapphic and Alcaic stanzas. But that is triadic 
structure on a very small scale. More would take the view that “triadic 
structure first appears full-blown in Stesichorus, and is general in Pindar 
and Bacchylides.”1? Some at least of the epinicians of Pindar and Bac- 
chylides are designed for a first performance that was choral, as of course 
are the undoubtedly triadic lyric systems in Attic tragedy The much closer 
similarity of Stesichorus’ metrical systens to these than to the small-scale 
ti i ads of Lesbian poetry remains for me a strong argument for their first 
performance having been choral
4. As in Pindar and Old Comedy, however, the poet can foreground 
his own persona even through words sung by his chorus. We shall en­
counter much such foregrounding shortly in the Palinode. West (1971) 
proposed fr. 212 Davies/Page, from the opening section of Stesichorus’ 
Oresteia, as a case where poet and singer are identified:
xoint&£ x c1! XaQLTcnv &a|aco|j.axa icaAAucoucov 
u |u v £ lv Opuyiov (je Aoc; ££,£UQOvxa<c;> a  (3 o the;
f)QO(; £7T£QXO|J£VOU
14 Por a fuller and more nuanced treatment of these issues, drawing in the important ancient tradi­
tions linking Stesichorus with aùÀóc-music, seeBumett(1988:129-35).
15 Parker (1996: 971).
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But there are textual problems: we cannot be sure of the number of the 
participle ¿££UQ6vxa<<;>. The manuscripts of the scholia to Aristophanes 
Peace 797ff, our source for this fragment, offer £c£uoovxa, which 
comparison with fr. 210 Davies/Page (also from these scholia) yd|aout; 
dvbqcov x£ 5atxac shows not to be metrically acceptable. West printed 
Kleine’s emendation ¿¿,£UQOVxa<c;>: this might actually be claimed to 
support a plural singing body. Page’s ¿Esupovxa |a’ or a’ could equally 
be correct, but even a confirmed reading |x’ would not demand a single 
singer.
5. If the poems are being sung by choruses, these choruses are surely 
not secular. They must have some religious and festive, perhaps even com­
petitive, context, even if little or nothing of this comes through in surviv­
ing texts. So perhaps these poems are after all not so far from our earlier 
material (e.g. the Partheneia of Aleman). We may note that the Xenocritus 
or Xenocrates of Locri was, like Xenodamus of Cythera and Thaletas of 
Gortyn, believed to have been a poet of paeans.16 We should imagine, then, 
performances honour of gods, in front of an unidentifiable audience of 
mortals: 5a|xcb|aaxa may suggest a large audience (5a|xcb|xaxa &£ xa 
5r)|aoCTLaL ru&6|U£va, says the scholiast) as would indeed a yopoq.17 At 
present I doubt if we can hope for more specificity.18
Helen
The extent to which words sung by a chorus can be heard as con­
veying the thoughts and experiences of an individual, their poet, is well 
brought out by the case of the Palinode. By Stesichorus’ time the tale of 
Troy must have been widely known in what for the poets of the Iliad and 
Odyssey seems to have been the canonical form: Helen elopes with Paris,
® Pseudo-Plutarch. de mnsica, 9 =3tioralia, 1134C.
17 Compare tire description of Astymeloisa in Aleman fr. 3 as ufAq ua  bauau.
18 For an appealing but improvable suggestion of a 60-day festival of Artemis at Rhegium as one 
location for Stesichorean performances (in particular, she suggests, for Iris Oresteia) cf. Burnett 
(1988: 144-7); for tire bibliography on this cult oi Artenris see Burnett (1988: 144 n.135).
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Agamemnon and Menelaus assemble a force to get her back, and after a 
war of ten years they sack Troy and Menelaus takes her back to Lacedae­
mon. Partly because this is a good story, partly because it was taken as the 
background for the two most successful poems of archaic Greece, this tale 
of Troy was a box-office success, as can be seen from the number of poems 
of the cycle which developed parts of it that had not been handled by the 
Iliad  or Odyssey. And within this story one character was especially allur­
ing: Helen. The poets of the Iliad and Odyssey give her greater coverage 
than their plots require. The poet of the Iliad already distances himself 
from the discreditable picture of a fickle and flighty seductress that the 
tradition seems to imply, though at her first entrance he is careful to cue us 
to remember her sexual attraction, when the old men on the walls by the 
Scaean Gates respond to it (Iliad III. 156-8). When the poet of the Odys­
sey brings Telemachus to Sparta it is Helen who steals the show, and the 
poet’s audiences were doubtless impressed by his ability to create a new 
perspective on this beguiling character.19 There will have been much more 
in the Cypria. Helen was clearly the chief player in the episode - occupy­
ing perhaps a whole book9 - in which Paris was entertained by Menelaus 
and Helen: Menelaus then went off to Crete leaving Helen to offer him 
appropriate hospitality, an instruction that she took rather too far. There 
will have been a seduction scene that doubtless influenced such later en­
counters as that between Jason and Medea in the third book of Apollonius’ 
Argonautica.
Stesichorus too was drawn to Troica, particularly to the presentation 
of Helen. She figured in his poems entitled Helen, Returns (N octtol) and 
Sack o f Troy flAiou fleoaic;).20 A papyrus fragment of Returns (N octtol), 
reworking Odyssey 4, has her addressing Telemachus (fr. 209 Davies/ 
Page) and a well-known passage of Sack o f Troy ( IAlou Tfiiocnq) told 
how her beauty prevented the Greeks from stoning her.21 Helen was almost
19 See esp. A ustin/1974).
20 Frr. S88-146 and 196-205 Davies.
W Sr. 201 Davies/Page = Scholion on Euripides. Orestes, 1287. She also appears in one of the papyrus
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certainly a character in Stesichorus’ Q r e s te ia But once Stesichorus had 
used her so extensively, he must surely have been running short of stories 
that he had not already told at least once. Yet Helen was a character whose 
inclusion in a poem could clearly be expected to be a considerable contri­
bution to its popularity. What was Stesichorus to choose to sing next?
We know the answer to that question, but Stesichorus’ audience, or 
most of it, did not know it until they had heard that next song. Stesichorus’ 
bold solution was to reject the tradition that Helen had gone to Troy with 
Paris and to give an account in which a phantom, an euXoAov, went in her 
place
Development and variation of tales must have been a regular fea­
ture of all prose and verse story-telling in the Greek world: that is a neces­
sary condition of the creation of the large and often contradictory body of 
material we know already to have been circulating by the classical period. 
Details that augmented currenx tales or that contradicted minor constitu­
ents of them were presumably unproblematic. But some types of material 
raised more difficult questions.2 3 The central elements of the tale of Troy 
were also. I suggest, details that a poet would not casually subvert, since 
they were fundamental to a story that had itself gained a central place in 
Greek myths about their past. So in setting out to give a non-canonical ver­
sion of Helen’s part in the Trojan war Stesichorus thought it appropriate 
to offer his audience some good reasons for his departure from what was 
canonical -  and did so in a way that we have no ground for supposing that 
he did in the cases of those other innovations with which he is later credit­
ed.24
fragment^ SI03.5 Davies [^]av0a&  'EAevai ttq[ .
22 Eirr. 210-219 Davies/Page.
23 Such as theogonic poetry, which is why Hesiod has to make so strong a claim to authority in The- 
ogony 26-32.
24 Cf. P.Oxy. 2506 fir. 26 col. i 17-32 (= 1 193 Davies/Davies) on Chamaeleon’s claims.
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I return, then, to Stesichorus. Some elements in his departure from 
the canonical story are not the subject of modern controversy. Our two ear­
liest witnesses, Plato Phaedrus 243a and Isocrates Helen 64,25 claim that 
Stesichorus composed xqv KaAou|u.£vr]v naAivanbLav because he was 
blinded; that he discovered the reason for this blindness to be his slander 
of Helen (Plato uses the term KaKqyoQLav/I socrates says ¿|3Aa($j)f||jr)(T£ 
tl); and that after composing the Palinode he regained his sight. Either 
this story of blindness reached Plato, Isocrates and subsequent writers in a 
tradition about Stesichorus that grew up later to explain the Palinode and 
is worthless; or they drew it from the poem itself, a conclusion that is sup­
ported by the fact that their expressions are so similar that they seem to be 
using the same text. If, as I think, it came from the poem itself, what was 
its function in the poem?
Its main function in the poem was surely to explain why Stesicho­
rus now wished to discard the canonical version to which he had earlier 
subscribed in his Helen (and presumably in his other Trojan poems). Stesi­
chorus used the same story to undermine the traditional version and to 
authorise his own. What did Stesichorus present as his authority for such a 
change, and how did it cohere with his story of blindness9
Here the words of Isocrates are crucial. He says:
ot£ |lT£V ydo  olqxo\ievoc, tt14 ¿H&fjc; £|3Aarrcj)f)|uqa£ tl 
tteqI auxf]g av£orr) xcbv ocj)0aA|j.aiv £(7T£QT]|a£voc;
For when beginning the song he uttered some slander about 
her he got up deprived of his sight
As I have already indicated briefly in print,261 understand the term 
avecrxr], “got up”, of waking and rising from sleep. There is no problem *&
*5 To be found printed under ir. 192 Davies = Ta24 and Ta25 Ercoles.
& Bowie (1993: 23-28).
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about this sense of avecrxrpThe problem is rather whether, in the absence 
of any hint that Stesichorus has been asleep, Isocrates might expect to 
convey his meaning by using this word to describe him "‘getting up”*27 28 I 
think that he might. Certainly other interpretations of aveoxr) are also 
problematic -  If, as Plato’s and Isocrates’ allusions to the poem imply, its 
main lines could be supposed to be well known, then Isocrates can suppose 
his reader will interpret dvfcnx] as getting up from sleep if that reader al­
ready knows that Stesichorus presented himself at some point in the story 
as asleep.
Do we have any evidence that he did so? One other detail in the sur­
viving tradition suggests that indeed he did. The Suda entry on Stesichorus 
concludes with a reference to the Palinode:
cjtaoi 5r auxov yQai|tavxar};6yov'EAevrjc; xucj)Aco0fjvaL, 
tiAAlv &£ yQai^avxa 'EAevrjq ¿yiccupiov ¿E oveiqou xf]v Ela- 
ALVcoi&Lav ava|3A£i}tai
and they say that when he wrote a castigation of Helen he 
was blinded, and then when, on consequence of a dream, he wrote 
an encomium of Helen, the Palinode, he once again recovered his 
sight
Suda s.v. Stesichorus iv 433 Adler = TA 19 Davies = Tb2 Ercoles
Dreams imply sleep, and are in all periods of ancient Greek culture 
a regular vehicle for the transmission of divine commands to mortals. In 
another poem, the Oresteia, Stesichorus indeed exploited the predictive
27 See LSJ s.v. B.2 e.g. Hesiod. Works & Days, 577 oy0nou aviCTxau£vo£*'As rightly insisted by 
Sider (1989: 428 n.3) the verb can have this meaning only*‘When the context so indicates”: my pro­
posal is that tire context did indeed give clear indications which prepared audiences to give tire verb 
this sense,
28 For some see Davison (1968: 206-If).
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capacities of a dream exper. ;nced by Clytemnestra (fr. 219 Davies/Page). 
When I last considered this problem I concluded that Stesichorus present­
ed himself in the Palinode as having been visited by Helen herself in a 
dream, and as having been told by her that his account of her elopement 
with Paris was false.29 In doing so I had overlooked two Latin testimonies, 
attributing Stesichorus’ revision of his earlier story to admonition by an 
oracle from Apollo:
Stesichorus. . . vituperationem Helenae scribens caecatus 
est e tpostea responso Apollinis laudem eius scripsit et oculorum 
aspectum recepit.
Ps-Acro on Horace Odes 1.16 (i 71ff. Keller = i 62 
Havthal = Ta26(b) Ercoles)
Stesichorum aiunt excaecatum esse, quod infam[i]a carmi­
na in Helenam fecisset. deinde oráculo admonitum palinodiam fe-  
cisse, id est contrario carmine earn laudasse et lumina recepisse.
Porphyrio on Horace Epodes 17.42 (i 535 Havthal = Ta26(a) 
Ercoles)
Despite the absence of this detail from any Greek text I now think it 
deserves to be taken seriously (this may be taken to be my palinode). If it 
is to be built into a reconstruction of the poem, I propose that Stesichorus 
said something like this:
29 That what Stesichorus narrated in a "persona narrative” within the Palinode was an encounter 
with Helen herself is attractively argued for by Kelly (2007: 2-11) with many parallel cases*of 
poeTIf encounters with a divinity drawn from archaic poetry. Ercole (2008: 169-0) argues that the 
existence of variant traditions on tire blindness and dream demonstrates that they were not narrated 
in the Palinode, since its&ext could have been appealed to in order to refute contradictory versions: 
that presupposes a more widespread opportunity and inclination to consult a full text Of the Palin­
ode than I think should be credited.
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“Homer and Hesiod told false tales about Helen, as I did 
once myself. I know that they are false because when I starting to 
compose this song that I am now singing (Isocrates’ A ^ oiaevoc; 
i f  c coLbrjc;) and had embarked upon a repetition of the same false 
story,301 dreamed that I had gone blind, and had consulted the ora­
cle of Apollo to find the reason and a cure for my blindness; and in 
the dream the oracle told me that I had been blinded for slandering 
Helen, that in truth only an e’lbcoAov of Helen had gone to Troy, 
and that I would recover my sight only when I retracted my false 
story and instead told the true one. When I awoke I was indeed 
blind, so I began to compose this song you are now hearing, which 
tells the true story. Immediately I regained my sight - and as you 
can see I am no longer blind. Now the true story, as Apollo told me, 
is as follows . . . ”
Such a reconstruction is preferable to one that incorporates a dream 
and an oracle successively - e.g. that supposes Stesichorus to have said that 
he dreamt that he would be blind, and that he went on to say that he then in 
waking life went to an oracle of Apollo to find a reason. It is preferable be­
cause its detailed assertions remain entirely within the realm of the poet’s 
claimed dream experience, and so cannot be refuted by another party: the 
only data available to an audience are that (a) they had long known Stesi­
chorus as a poet who was not blind and (b) at the time of the poem's per­
formance Stesichorus was also not blind. Stesichorus has so constructed 
his story that his ability to see at the time of the song’s performance ap­
pears to corroborate it.31
s<rJ o r  a persuasive argument that the o u t o c  of the phrase Aoyoq o u t o c  “indicates that the logos it 
describes is vividly present before the audience, that it has just been narrated for them“ see Beecroft 
(2006: 51).
31 It might be right rather to give credence to the stories that appear in Conon (FGrH  26 F l=  Photius 
Bibliotheca 186, 18 = TA 41 Davies = Ta28(a) Breoles) and Pausanias 3.19.1 ] (= TA 40 Davies = 
Ta28(b) Ercoles) but I am inclined to accept Davison’s argument against doing so, i.e. that tlie\ diverge 
too much from each other to be taken as drawing on a single tradition: Davison ¿1968: 203-4).
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One P a lin o d e  or two?
I turn now to another feature of the poem’s opening. I have used the 
singular term ‘the Palinode1 because the evidence seems to me to point 
firmly in the direction of the existence of one such poem, not of two. But 
since the publication of POxy. 2506, 26 col. i = Stesichorus fr. 193 Dav- 
ies/Page most scholars have held that there were two Palinodes. It seems 
to me most unlikely that Stesichorus could expect to get away twice with 
a coup de théâtre in which he retracted a central and canonical story and 
put forward an alternative, especially if, as I have suggested, he offered 
divine authority for the alternative version he first presented. But what is 
the evidence?
On the one side a dozen ancient testimonies, starting with Plato and 
Isocrates and ending with the Suda, refer consistently in the singular to the 
Palinode. On the other side the first century mythographer Conon calls 
Stesichorus’ composition “hymns to Helen” (u|avouç fEÀ£vr)ç),32 3and the 
Christian writers Hippolytus and Irenaeus both refer to Palinodes in the 
plural ® Irenaeus’ term ül.ivi]ü £V however may point to his use of Conon, 
and Conon’s plural upv/uuç is much less precise and persuasive than Ire­
naeus’ t x x ç  TxaÀLVcoLÔ iaç. If we had not recovered the papyrus we should 
not, I think, have seen good reason to postulate the existence of two Pal­
inodes.
How, then, does the papyrus change our view? I print the text below 
(a photograph of the papyrus can be found in Appendi ç 1):
•|a£|a*
cf)£xai tov fD|ur)Qo[v ôti E 
Aévrjv £ 7T(.)LT] CT£ V £V T[QOLCU
32 Conon FGrH  26-F 1= Photius Bibliotheca 186, 18 = TA 41 Davies
33 Irenaeus, contra haereses, 1 . 2 3 . 2  writes: a u ü t ç  5 s  pcxaucAr|()cvxoç aùxoi;, K a i  y ç à i j i a -  
v t o ç  x à ç  naAivanóLag èv a ie  üpvr|a£v  aùxpv, àva|3AéÇaL.*Cf. Hippolytus. contra haereses,
6.19.3.
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KCU OU TO £ l’6cjA ()V  a u x f ] [ g ,  £V  
T£ x[rj l] £T£Q fU TOV "Hc7 1 0 5 |0 V
|a£(a[c[)£T]aL. b ixxa1 y a p  £a ' n a  
ALVcDibl p A A a T T O U o a i, ica i £
.........r) p iv  a p y if ^ e u p ’ a v
T £ 0£OL (¡)LA6|J.oATT£, t q 51»
XQUCFOTtTEQE 7iaQ0£V£, n)q 
av£ypa(|)£ X apaiA fcov
P.Oxy. 2506 fr. 26. col 1 = fr. 193 Da\ies/Page
Line 7: originally 5ixxayap£C7T[ , then corrected to b ixxa iya-
Q£LOL
Line 8: <iai &La> suppl. Lobel
Line 9: <T>rj<q> p£v ( ])*apxn*Fraenkel, West, Davies
As can be seen from the text, at the point where our fragment be­
gins the commentator is saying that somebody, who must be Stesichorns, 
“blames Homer because his poem has Helen in Troy and not her eidolon, 
and in the other he blames Hesiod’’. So far so good, although we are not 
told for what Hesiod was blamed We then have a sentence which our copy­
ist began to write as 6LTTayap£axL, then corrected to 5LxxaLyap£iaL, and 
in the end wrote it as 5LxxaLyap£LaiTiaALVco5[.]sAAaxxouaaL. Between 
7iaALVCi)5*and A A axxouaai there is a gap of about one letter, lost be­
cause of damage to the papyrus, and above it to the right has been written 
What stood in the exemplar at that point we can only guess. L obel the 
first editor of the papyrus, guessed < iai 5ia>, but whatever the;8*means it 
cannot mean as much as that. Does it mean 5 l? Or is it an abbreviation for 
&£LTai~“something is missing”? Certainly the supplement &ia, giving the 
restoration &LaAAaxxouaaLr is convincing, since difference or divergence 
is what the following sentence goes on to ascribe.
But to what does the sentence ascribe difference or divergence? Lo- 
bel’s further supplement Lai makes the ancient commentator ascribe diver-
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gence to palinodes (in the plural), and allows us to assume that the noun 
qualified by the dative term £X£pai (line 6) had been TiaAivunbiai, and 
that the noun rcaAcvcuibia had stood earlier in the commentary. Hence the 
currently accepted interpretation:
■“in one Palinode he (sc. Stesichorus) blames Homer because 
his poem had Helen in Troy and not her £L&coAov, in the other (sc. 
Palinode) he blames Hesiod For there are two divergent Palinodes, 
and of the one the beginning is &£uq' aOx£ 0 £ a  cpiA6|j.oA7T£, and 
of the other xqucjottxeo£ 7iap0£V£.”
This interpretation, however, requires the papyrus’ words f] |U£V 
royr) to be emended to x<q>g |U£V apxf) Such an emendation, however, 
ought not to be performed lightly. Perhaps it is justified by the balancing 
expression xf)c; be, but emendation it is. Before emending we should see 
what would follow from retention of the papyrus text tj p iv  a  ox if If we 
do this, we should conclude that what the commentator has hitherto been
discussing are not Palinodes b u t ........... • ‘beginnings’ or 'openings’, and
that he has been saying
’“in one beginning (apxn) Stesichorus blamed Homer be­
cause his poem had Helen in Troy and not her Al&coAov, in the 
other (beginning) he blames Hesiod. For there is a pair of divergent 
beginnings of the Palinode, and the one beginning is 5£oq' auxe 
0 £ a  cj)iA( '|uoA7is, and of the other (sc. the words are) xquctottxe- 
Q£ 7iaO0£V£,A
If that is the sense, what stood in the exemplar where the copyist 
made a mistake was either iac &La giving 5lxxol y a p  dainaALvm i& iac 
&LaAAaxxou(T«[, (understand aQxai from earlier in the sentence), or ia- 
gaox^tbi«, giving 5ixxat y ap  Sleri. TlaAivcm5iac; ifQX«i &LaAAdxxou- 
aa i. The shorter is no more probable than the longer supplement, because 
we do not know how far the copyist’s eye jumped when he was writing our 
text. In either case the outcome is the same. The commentator was d scuss-
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ing divergent openings to 'the Palinode\ 34
That a poem should have two opening sections, each beginning, it 
seems, with an invocation of a Muse, was of course unusual. This was no 
doubt why Aelius Aristides adduced it as an analogy for his own practice 
in the speech addressed “To those who blamed him for not declaiming” 
(Oration 33 Keil). Here Aristides has two prefatory sections, 33.1-2 and 
33.3-6, and moves from the first to the second with the remark
t c / ' « / C' r '
|JL£T£L | lT L O £Cf) £T£QOV 7IQOOl|aiOV KCITO.
Lti]ctlxoqov
*And I shall move over to another opening, in the manner of Stesi- 
chorus”
Aristides 33.2 Keil = Stesichorns fr. 241 Davies/Page
Aristides is not quoting Stesichorns (as has often been assumed):35 
he is alluding to a literary trope that his audience will recognise. The poem 
of Stesichorns that Aristides’ audiences and readers are most likely to have 
known is the Palinode, to which Anstides alludes six times elsewhere,36 
one of these occasions being a speech which is itself offered as a ‘Palin­
ode’ (20 Keil). Aristides’ rhetorical technical term 7iQoaL|JLOv*means just 
the same as the commentator's non-technical term aQXfi-
34 De Martino (1980) saw that some of our evidence (e.g. Aristides 33.3 Keil, discussed below): 
pointed to two proems, but failed to see that tire papyrus did not in fact support tire idea of two 
Palinodes:, and proposed a complicated four-part structure which missed the connection.
35t'Sf;g. recently by Kelly (2007: 6) who sees in it support for his proposal of “two hymnodi»&eg- 
ments”. Neither as it stands, nor if preceded (as originally suggested by Bergk) by fr. 257 Davies/ 
Page uaxac elrafiv, does the metre (in the latter case fancied by Davison (1968: 218 n . l ) to be an 
“iambic trimester acatalectic which has lost its first two syllables”) find any support from the metres 
of secure fragments of Stesichorns.
36 Orations 1.128,166; 2.234; 3.557; 4.8 Lsnz-Behr; 20.3 Keil. See.further Bowie (2008).
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That the two phrases quoted by the papyrus commentator belong not 
to two different poems but to the same poem receives some support from 
metre. They seem to be in the same metre (though admittedly they offer 
very short samples), and to be in the same metre as the first and third of the 
lines quoted by Plato (though of course we cannot be sure that the words 
that followed would maintain this correspondence). The metrical units 
with which other poems of Stesichorus opened, where we know them, 
were all different, except for the opening units of the Geryoneis and the 
fragments quoted by the commentator, and even here there is a difference 
in Stesichorus’ practice relating to treatment of the equivalence between a 
longum and two brevier, in the Geryoneis fragments the poet has a prefer­
ence for opening with double short (U U) and only twice opens instead with 
a single long.37 By contrast all four of our lines of Palinode which have the 
form —  U U - U U - x  open with a single long. Since in most known cases 
we have a different metre for each of our poems, and since the opening of 
the Geryoneis and the lines from the Palinode or Palinodes, though for­
mally similar, differ in their choice between opening w ith U U and opening 
with a single long, this seems to me to make some case for supposing that 
the two openings quoted by the papyrus come from the same poem as each 
other, and to increase the chances that they come from the same poem as 
the lines quoted by Plato.
Before leaving the text of the commentary I must anticipate a pos­
sible objection to my supplement. It might be argued that we would expect 
not TraAivan&iac but t i j i v a ) i b t a q ,  and that the supplement rraAi- 
vcm&iag (genitive) is not therefore admissible. This does not seem to me 
to be so: a preliminary investigation of the use of the article in citation of 
titles suggests that at all periods, from the late fifth century BC onwards, 
titles of various sorts are cited both with and without the article: see Ap­
pendix 3.
S ka i  t [, S11.13: viK a[, S.12.4. See Haslam 1974 and 1978, andAppendix2.
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Conclusions
In the first part of this paper I argued that our testimony strongly 
supports the view that, at least on their first occasion of performance, the 
long poems of Stesichorus were sung by a dancing chorus, accompanied 
by their poet and trainer Stesichorus on the cithara. In the second part I ar­
gued that the untraditional version of the story of Helen offered in the Pal­
inode was authorised by a narrative early in the poem in which Stesichorus 
claimed that he had dreamed he was blind, and that in the dream had had a 
divine message predicting that if he persisted with the traditional version, 
on which he had already embarked, he would continue to be blind, but 
that, if he retracted it and had his poem tell what he now discovered to be 
the truth, he would recover his sight. In the third part of this paper I argue 
that only one such Palinode was known in antiquity, and that we should 
not abandon the notion of a single Palinode on the basis of questionable 
supplements in a papyrus commentary.
Whether there was one Palinode, however, or there were two, it is 
striking that, unlike such choral poetry as Aleman’s first Par them ion, but 
like many epinicia by Pindar and Bacchylides, the poem performed by 
Stesichorus’ singers presented so much ‘biographic’ detail apparently more 
appropriate to a work sung by the poet himself. I do not see the presence 
of such detail as an argument against choral performance. It is clear that 
in the Hellenistic editions of Aleman too there were passages that either 
were or could be construed as being related to the life of the poet, though in 
this case it is of course theoretically possible that these were from poems 
composed primarily for monodic performance.38 In fifth-century Athens 
the chorus of a comedy, speaking admittedly through the voice of its co­
ryphaeus, could readily adopt the persona of the poet in the parabasis, as
38 E.g. lr. 16 Davies/Page taken together with some of the ancient scholarship reflected in lr. 13 
Davies/Page It is also tempting to adduce fr. 26 Davies/Page, #5 u' £ tl  t o x q c t e v l k c u  u e A i y a Q u a c ;  
iaodoa’voi . . .but here the hexameter metre se'ems to me to point not to a choral performance 
but to a hymn sung by tire poet himself, like tire Homeric hymn to Apollo, with the poet hr Sparta 
standing hr tire same relation to a chorus which on other occasions he trained as did the poet of that 
hymn to the Delian girls whom he compliments.
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for example in the revised version pfX'louds 524-84. Our ignorance of the 
generic expectations concerning performances of the long poems of Stesi- 
chorus and then like makes it very unwise to insist that choral singing of 
the claimed experience of their poet would strike their first audiences as 
unusual.
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Appendix 2. The metre of known opening lines of s tro p h a i and 
a n tis tro p h a i of Stesichorus’ poems
Palinode (a) --UU-UU-X
Palinode (b) - - u u - u u o r - - u u - u -
Geryoneis u u - u u - u u - -
Ilion Persis - u u - u u - u u - u u -
Oresteia - u u - u u - x - u u - u u -
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Suotherai 9 —  -  U U -  U U -  -
Lille Stesichorus - u u - u u - u u - u u  -  u u - x
Appendix 3. The use of the article in citations.
(a) Fifth-century practice
¿v IAia&L Herodotus. 2.116.2, 117
¿v 0 5 u a a £ L T ) L  Herodotus. 2.116.4, 4.29
£k tt]<; AuKOupyEiag Aristophanes Thesmophoriazousai, 135
ttjv icaivf]v EA¿ví]v 
nb Katvr)v)
touç ¿tit' ¿til @t| (3aç
n é o a a ç
Aristophanes.Thesmophoriazousai, 850 (but
Aristophanes. Frogs 1021 
Aristophanes. Frogs 1026
Didascaliae regularly write titles without the article, as does the cat­
alogue of Aeschylus’ plays in manuscripts M and V, whereas the Life o f  
Aeschylus has £vnf)i Nkoprp, tv  xoig "Ektoqoc Autqoic; (6).
(b) Later citations of works of Stesichorus:
Palinode
tt]v mAou¡u£vr)v I'IaAivfuiôiAv Plato, Isocrates (but
NB KaAou|a¿vr)v)
àiôcuv èç ti] v 'EAévrjv évavTÍ.ov tcùl tiqoteqcul 
Aóycüi naALveoLÔLavaoTÔv ¿kAAeotv Philostratus On Apollonius 
6.11
Taç 7i:aALVCUiÔLaç £V alç  u |uvî](T£v aÙTpv Irenaeus. adversus
haeres. 1 fr. 12
Other works
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£V TOLÇ £7TL F E A lCIL Â 0À O IÇ  
and Etymologicum Magnum 544.54 
£V TOLÇ A 0A O IÇ  £7[Lyoa(|)()|J.£V()lC; 
£V*rr]QUOVîÎ LÔL 
¿V tt’] l r q o u o v r iiÔ L  
iusRhodius. 1.211 
¿V 'E À évrj l 
10.451D
£K TOÜ 7IQCOTOU ETTJCriXLÜOU EÀ£VT)Ç
ocriti. 18, p.331 Wendel 
£V EÙQC07T£ÎaL
ides. Phoenisscte, 670 (i 318 Schwartz)
£V IA  LOU 11 ÉOOlÔ l
con. i 165 Dindorf 
£V IA 'OU IléQCJLÔL 
27.2
£V NÔOTOLÇ
£K xf)Ç OçfUJTELi.XC
phanes. Pax, 797ff, p.125 Holwerda
£V O q£OT£LOlÇ (3'
1087 ii 47 (=Herodian)
£V 0£U£T£OO.U O q£OT£ids*
sius Thrax. 6.
£V O q£(JT£ LOlL 
de pietate, N 248 III 
£v Trj l EkuAAt] l 
•us Rhodius 4.825-831 
èv Luo0f]oaiç
Etymologicum Gemtimtm B
Athenaeus. 4.172D 
Pausanias. 8.3.2
Scholion on Apollon-
Athenaeus 3.8 ID,
Argumentum The-
Scholion on Eurip-
Harpocration. lexi-
Pausanias. 10.26.1,
Pausanias. 10.26.1 
Scholion on Aristo-
Habron op. P.Oxy.
Scholion on Diony-
Philodem us.
Scholion on Apollon-
Athenaeus. 3.95D
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